
HIKURANGI 
 
Topo50 Map: BG33 Ongarue                                  NZTM GPS: NZTM on WGS84 

How to get to START:  Exit Taupo on SH1 down the lake for 47km in 45 

minutes to Turangi then head for Taumarunui on SH41 passing Tokaanu, Omori 
and through Kuratau Junction.  Turn right at Pungapunga still on SH41 
Taumarunui Ngapuke Road and over Waituhi Saddle.  Next turn left at Meringa to 
run parallel to the Taringamatu River to then turn right at Ngakonui School. A few  
hundred metres later go left at a T-junction to Piaua Road which soon becomes 
gravel. Drive to the end and park (WP01236masl) just past the very obvious 

woolshed. Note that the actual road alignment here differs slightly from the map. 
 

Rough Description: A fairly strenuous walk of just under 7km but involving an 

ascent of 561metres taking about 2 hours upwards and one hour back down. 
There is a mapped track but this is often not discernable much of the time, keep 
the eyes open for fairly wide tracks in the grass where quad or motor bikes have 
been used. There is a failsafe way of getting there and that would be to follow the 
overhead power-line which feeds the communications station on the crest beside 
the trig. Inwards and outwards traces are shown on the map. 

 
Access 

 
Contacts:  Dan & Tonia Richardson 
                 Phone: 07 896 7804 

Detail: From parking just past the woolshed (WP01236masl) continue up the gravel road 

passing the cream coloured house on the right with many tethered, barking dogs around it. On 
approaching the obvious driveway to the upper house drift off to the right to a farm gate giving 
access to the paddock following the pretty vague track in the grass and passing through 
another gate. After 10 minutes (1km) pass through another gate (WP02331masl) and take note 

of the old wooden gate on the left. Continue to head gently uphill to the NW just to the left of a 
stream line which eventually carries a lot of vegetation. By this time the track that is shown on 
the map can be very hard to spot but by keeping the stream on the right a way can be found. 
The next noticeable feature is a rather large low rock or rocky (WP03399masl) outcrop on the left 

of what has developed into quite a steep ridge ascent. Steepness increases and there is a bit 
of scramble after just over one hour (WP04511masl) around  the 500m contour  – this scrambly 

climb could be avoided by looping off to the right for a bit. 

 

 
 
The grassy lower area 

 
Steeper slopes 

 

Soon after this a clear section of cut 4X4 track 
(WP05559masl)is met and followed to the west 
until it heads slightly downhill – at this point a 
small junction (WP06580masl) can be seen on 

the right and leads up a very steep slope to a 
power pole (WP07606masl). If the weather is 
clear the ridge to follow upwards will be seen 
but if misty then just keep the fence on the left,  
pass through another gate (WP08642masl) then 

head straight at the next power pole. 

 
Some views 

 

 
 

 
The Trig 

The bush line is reached in around 1:45 minutes (WP09658masl) and now there are red 

splotches on the trees to guide the rest of the way upwards though in places the going 
is steep and tricky and there is the odd change of direction to watch out for such as 
when the mapped track is met (WP10735masl). From here the going is easier as a small 
cave (WP11760masl) is passed just before a mini grassy clearing then the Trig 
(WP12777masl) is reached in roughly 2 hours. On clear days the views are good but 
sometimes even the communication masts (WP13774masl) on the summit can hardly be 

seen. 
To descend two options were used on the day with the first being to go down the 
upward route. However, if visibility is good on getting back to the highest section of 4X4 
track (WP10) a clear ridge heading down back to the start point can be seen.  This is 

the second option and is easy to follow as it is a case of following the fence line from 
(WP14582masl), there are stiles to cross the fence when required and there are gates so 

no damage is done to the farmer’s fences.  After about 20 minutes of this steep descent 
there is an eroded edge on the crest of the ridge where a spur ridge goes (WP15475masl) 

off to the SE.  This is also a vague 4X4 track and it soon swings round to the NE and 
ends up at the previously noted old wooden gate (WP02) from where it is only minutes 

back down the more gentle slopes to the starting point. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Fairly steep sheep country 
 
The descent route as described could 
actually be the better ascent route 



  

 

 

 
Notes:   GPS = Garmin GPSmap 62sc 

 WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit 

 masl = metres above sea level 

Total Time: 4  hours 04  minutes 
Total Walk Time: 2  hours 37  minutes 
Total walk length: 6.78 km 
Overall altitude gain: 561metres   

 


